After being lost at sea for a very long time, Cal Maritime’s first training ship finally returned home to campus. The campus community rushed to the shoreline to welcome her home, when they discovered it was crewed by pirate zombies. Since Cal Maritime is Standing Ready & Prepared, it’s time to grab your emergency response gear. Whether you are a responder or a victim always make sure you “check in” at the designated assembly area.
As the Ship approached the dock a thick fog surrounds the Campus and the lights dim. Its times like these when you need to be extra careful. This will help light your way. Visit Rizza Auditorium to pick this up.
The Ship crashes into the dock with such force the entire Campus shakes like an earthquake and a huge wave of water comes crashing across campus. Proceed to the Emergency Operations Center located at the Police Station.
You bravely go onto the Ship to investigate and are met by the zombie crew. You manage to escape by going to the bow of the Ship to retrieve this item. This will help prevent the spread of the zombie curse in the event they touch you.
Whether it’s avoiding zombies or when disaster strikes you need to keep up your strength. Proceed to the upper class mess deck to collect your next item.
You escape the Ship, unharmed but are quickly followed. Proceed to the evacuation assembly area for the Lab Building to collect a tool that might just come in handy throughout your campus life as well as help with fending off zombies.
You managed to allude the remaining zombie horde to reach the safety of the Lower Resident Hall lobby. Collect this item that will help keep you warm if you find yourself caught out in the cold.
You catch a break, the zombie pirate captain orders his crew back to the Ship. You will need this if you get scratched or bit. Pick this up at the Student Health Center are your way back to Mayo Hall. Be sure to check back in to be eligible to grand prizes.